
Client-facing 
applications

Imagine a law firm...

Legal services request app


Customer knowledge base


Standardize, simplify, and automate your legal 
service requests through a Legal Services 
Request Application.


Elevate and optimize your customer 
experience, and support, by centralizing and 
digitizing your firm’s expertise into a Customer 
Knowledge Center.



ESG Tool


Empower your clients to consistently mitigate 
risks and perform assessments at lightning 
speed with an ESG assessment Tool.


GDPR Assessment application


Give your client the option to assess their data 
security compliance and meet privacy 
standards with a GDPR Assessment 
Application.




Risk assessment solution


Automate and optimize your risk and 
compliance processes end-to-end with a Risk 
Assessment Application.


NDA Generator


Digitize, automate and optimize your contract 
creation and signing with a 


Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) generator.


Workflow automation
Push data directly into your databases, 

automate document generation, or build 
workflows to make repetitive tasks 

redundant. Workflow automation lets 
your firm automate vital business 

processes, thereby reducing manual work 
and eliminating the risks of errors.


App examples

Dynamic questionnaires
Ask the right amount of questions, at the 

right time, for the right purpose with a 
dynamic questionnaire. Custom 

questionnaires allow your firm to gather 
valuable information in an efficient and 
secure way while giving clients the best 

user experience possible.

App examples

Customer portals
Strengthen your client relationships 

and provide a secure and open forum 
for collaboration with a customer 

portal. Start from scratch or use one 
of Betty Blocks’ pre-built templates to 

build an interface that gives 
customers the ability to interact with 

your firm.


Customer portals
Strengthen your client relationships and 

provide a secure and open forum for 
collaboration with a customer portal. Start 

from scratch or use one of Betty Blocks’ 
pre-built templates to build an interface 

that gives customers the ability to interact 
with your firm.


App examples

Times are changing. The law firms that will survive and thrive are the ones willing to 

adopt innovation and new ways of interacting with clients. Future-proof your law 

firm and schedule a consultation with one of our legal solutions experts.


Schedule a live demo

Keeping up with

an evolving market


Clients' digital expectations are at an all-time high. 


The market is demanding smart ways of working, 

efficient communication, and a seamless user 

experience. To keep up with the demand, law firms


 need to adopt innovative technology to create client-

facing applications. The organizations that succeed 


will become beacons of attraction, that entice 


both clients and talented employees.

The key to innovation
A no-code low-code platform puts innovation power in the hands 


of those with the most in-depth knowledge and understanding of their 


clients' needs. Using a visual builder, legal professionals can use pre-built 


no-code building blocks to create digital solutions. At the same time, IT 

professionals can support and govern the process by using its low-code 


capabilities.



           Empower the business to create apps in an efficient way; 


           Create branded applications for services tailored to clients' needs;


           Automate business processes and make repetitive tasks redundant.



The Betty Blocks platform allows for complete customization 


and personalized branding to create state-of-the-art 


applications. Enabling the creation of customer-facing 


apps and automation of legal processes at 


lightning speed.


What you can build with Betty Blocks 

to future-proof your client relationship


Schedule an introduction call


https://www.bettyblocks.com/use-cases/legal-services-request-app
https://www.bettyblocks.com/use-cases/customer-knowledge-base
https://www.bettyblocks.com/use-cases/esg-assessment-tool
https://www.bettyblocks.com/use-cases/gdpr-assessment-application
https://www.bettyblocks.com/use-cases/risk-assessment-solution
https://www.bettyblocks.com/use-cases/nda-generator
https://www.bettyblocks.com/legal-tech-demo-5

